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FROM THE EDITOR’S DESK

First and foremost, I would like to extend my special thanks and appreciations to the Editorial Board members as well as The INTERNATIONAL ADVISORY BOARD. Through the advice and tips received from the INTERNATIONAL ADVISORY BOARD, we have responded by boldly introducing a new structure to SAINSAB-ONLINE. In this issue we proudly present to you our new approach in adding an “Interactive” component to SAINSAB-ONLINE. At the end of every page, you will notice a section for “COMMENTS AND QUESTIONS BY READERS”. Readers are allowed to comment or ask any relevant questions to the authors. This bold approach is a breakaway from the conventional printed and online journals and we hope this might be a beginning to cultivate a community of learners through this practice. For a start, we sincerely hope that the authors could invite their “circle of influence” [eg students and peer groups] to read and provide intellectual comments through the section “COMMENTS AND QUESTIONS BY READERS” and in turn, we hope that there will be responses from the community of learners and authors.
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Abstract
This study aimed to explore the influence of realistic mathematics education towards student ability in performing counting operation in Elementary School among different genders. Research method used quasi experimental method with factorial 2×2 design. Learning approach factor consist of 2 levels that is realistic mathematics education and conventional approach; gender factor consist of 2 levels that is male and female. Hypothesis testing used two way ANOVA test. The findings are as follow: (1) the ability in doing counting operation on integer of student who is taught by realistic mathematics education is significantly better than student who is taught by conventional approach; (2) There are no interaction between learning approach and gender toward the ability in doing counting operation on integer. The conclusion of study shows that realistic mathematics education is influential towards ability in performing counting operation. Students who are taught by realistic mathematics approach have ability in performing counting operation which is better than students who are taught by using conventional approach.
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Introduction

Understand the meaning of operation and how the relation between operations on integer is mathematics standard of class 3-5 in elementary school on Number and Operation of Number, as suggested by Van de Walle (2008).

The ability to do counting operation of integer in Elementary School as basic ability to do the others operation in mathematics, such as elementary line operation on Linier Program. Student’s difficulty in doing counting operation in Elementary School can influence student in doing the other counting operation in secondary school. Based on initial study which is conducted by author in several Elementary Schools in Bandung, it is found that student ability in doing counting operation is still low. Student didn’t understand the concept of counting operation, student didn’t have ability to solve count operation, and student were careless in doing counting operation.

Factor which cause this problem among other is using of mathematical learning approach which is used by Elementary School teacher in teaching mathematics which is less effective. When explaining mathematics material, teacher start by explaining a concept and algorithm of solving a problem by using algorithm which has been determined, then teacher finish the lesson by giving exercise problem as homework assignment. Such as approach is well known as conventional approach. According Sunoto (2002), the factor which mathematical learning achievement that is
low among other is caused by learning pattern which is implemented by teacher, lack of student’s interest in learning mathematics, and teaching learning process which is less conducive. Mathematical learning approach which is done this time tend to be dominated by teacher activity, whereas students is passive. Their learning tendency is only listening and noticing teacher explanation. According Suwarsono (2001), generally mathematical teaching learning process in Indonesian schools centred on teacher activity namely teacher explain (lecturing), student listen and take a note, teacher ask, student answer, student do exercise problems with procedures showed by teacher. According Freudenthal (1971), mathematical learning which is procedural and mechanistic, such as formulation application which is done in mathematical learning tend to omit human ability in seeing intact structure and impede the creativity to occur.

This study aim to find out the influence of realistic mathematics education toward student’s ability in doing counting operation in Elementary School viewed from gender.

Realistic Mathematics Education

Realistic mathematics education is an approach in mathematics learning which is based on view that mathematics as human activity (Gravemeijer, 1994). Parallel with Gravemeijer, Freudenthal (1971) is stated that mathematics as human activity. Human activity means here comprise finding solution, organizing relevant materials, making mathematics model, problem solving, organizing new ideas and new comprehension which is in accord with context. The organization of those human activities is called mathematization. As an human activity, mathematics is deal with real life. Human activity in real life as source and also object from learning mathematics. According Krutetskii (1976), the real life can become object, such as buy-sell activity in market and household.

In realistic mathematics education, teacher exploit the reality and environment which are familiar for students to understand mathematics concept which is contained in this environment. Through exploitation of environment context, it is hoped that student can invent informal strategy in solving mathematics problem. Informal strategy invented by student can grow material comprehension meaningfully. It make the knowledge acquired can be memorized, and endurable in student mind. Result of Carpenter and Moser research (in Darhim, 2004), student tend to use informal strategy in solving mathematics problem.

Through realistic mathematics education, it is hoped that student can understand about counting operation and can do counting operation correctly. This can be happen because of teacher role in providing opportunity to student to hold discussion and interact with various components in mathematics learning activity.

Realistic mathematics education or RME have five characteristics as follow: (1) The use of context, (2) The use of models, (3) The use of student’s own productions and constructions; (4) The interactive character of teaching process, and (5) The intertwinment of various learning strands (De Lange, 1987; Gravemeijer, 1994).
The first characteristic reveal the importance of using context in mathematics learning. The importance of context problem can be seen from context function itself. According to Van den Heuvel-Panhuizen (in Sabandar, 2001), context function in order that problem can be solved and support the forming of various strategy. The second characteristic reveal about the importance of using the model in solving mathematics problem. Model as representation from a problem is needed to make easier this problem solving which is function as ‘bridge’ toward vertical mathematization activity. The third characteristic is about exploitation of construction outcome as well as student contribution in solving a problem. Student’s construction and contribution are acquired through various activities, among other: construction activity, reflection, anticipation, as well as integration in mathematical learning. The forth characteristic is about the need of interaction among students as well as between student and teacher in mathematics learning. Interaction among students as well as between student and teacher in the form of negotiation, interpretation, discussion, cooperation, and evaluation among students as well as between student and teacher is interactivity activities in mathematics learning. The fifth characteristic is about the importance of interconnection among topics in mathematics as well as between topic in mathematics with another topic beyond mathematics. Interconnection among topics can make easier students to understand a concept contained in that topic.

Subsequently, RME has three principles: 1) Re-invention and progressive mathematization, 2) Didactical phenomenology and 3) Self-Developed model (Gravemeijer, 1994). Through guided reinvention principle, student is given opportunity to experience the process which is the same with mathematics scientist when invent a concept, formulation, and also algorithm of solving the problem. Through didactical phenomenology, mathematics topics which are delivered to students come from daily life phenomena. Whereas through self-developed models, students develop their own model in solving contextual problem.

Based on those characteristic and principle of RME, steps of realistic mathematics education in mathematics learning can be formulated as follow:

Step 1: Teacher condition the class in order being conducive.

Realistic mathematics education need a conducive class condition, in order that student can develop his/her ability optimally. Therefore, teacher as facilitator condition the class in order to create conducive atmosphere by managing learning infrastructure and learning atmosphere.

Step 2: Teacher deliver and explain contextual problem.

Teacher deliver and explain contextual problem, in order that student can understand contextual problem which is correct. Contextual problem which is delivered by teacher could be problem which is related with daily life and also things which can be thought by student. Theme from contextual problem is appropriated with concept and also algorithm which want to be understandable by students. In addition delivered by teacher, contextual problem can come from student.
Step 3: Student solve contextual problem

Individually or group, student solve contextual problem by their own way under teacher guidance or not. Problem solving activity centred on concept invention as well as algorithm in mathematics is done by student through invention or reinvention activity by modelling problem informally which is continued on formal solving. To obtain problem solving and concept invention or algorithm in mathematics, student always do reflection activity that is review thing that have been done in order to obtain the expected outcome.

Step 4: Conclusion Making

From group discussion or class discussion outcome, teacher direct student to make conclusion toward solving a contextual problem and make concept generalisation or algorithm which is discovered. Teacher play a role as mediator who direct discussion in order processed dynamically and democratic, so reach conclusion result collectively.

Step 5: Confirmation and Task Assignment

Conclusion result about solving from contextual problem and generalisation result from a concept or algorithm obtained is confirmed again by teacher. This is done in order that the comprehension which has been obtained by student become more solid. To make solid the knowledge as well as skill that have been obtained by teacher, so teacher give exercise problems to be done by teacher individually or group. That task accomplishment can be done in class or at home (Homework).

Research Method

This study is in the form of experiment, consist of 2 groups. The first group is given a treatment by realistic mathematics education. Whereas second group is given a treatment by conventional approach. The research design is control group design post test only, namely as follow:

R1 X 0
R2 0

Annotation:
R1 : random sampling in class experiment
R2 : random sampling in control class
X : treatment in the form of realistic mathematics education
O : post test

Sample research is student of class 3A and 3B Lab School Elementary School UPI Bandung. Sampling is done by random from population. Research population is student of class 3 Lab School Elementary School UPI Bandung who is consist of class 3A, 3B, 3C and 3E.
Instrument is essay test item about counting operation on integer, which contain addition, subtraction and division operations. Before used, expert consideration and field trial test is conduct toward research instrument. Q-Cochran test is used to find out expert consideration. Q-Cochran test analysis by using SPSS for Windows 8.0 obtain value of Q-Cochran as much as 2.308 with its alpha value as much as 0.679. In 0.05 significance level, value of chi-square table, $\chi^2_{0.05; \, db \, 5-1}$ = 9.488. So value of Q-Cochran (2.308) is smaller than 9.488. This means receive null hypotheses which state that the reviewers give their consideration equally about validity from items in instrument of counting operation on integer topic.

Data is analysed by using Two Way ANOVA namely factorial 2×2 which contain 2 approach factors, namely realistic mathematics education and conventional approach. 2 gender factors namely male and female.

**Result and Discussion**

From data analysis by using Two Way ANOVA, it is obtained the ability outcome in doing counting operation of students who are taught by Realistic Mathematics Education (RME) and Conventional Approach (CA) between male student and female student as showed by Table 1 as follow.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Mathematical Ability (Maximum Score)</th>
<th>Counting Operation (Maximum Score is 26)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CA</td>
<td>RME</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Mean 16.49 18.95</td>
<td>63.42 72.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>% 67.25 72.88</td>
<td>4.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SD 7.25 4.42</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>Mean 17.25 21.88</td>
<td>66.34 84.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>% 67.25 72.88</td>
<td>4.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SD 5.29 3.18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>Mean Total 16.87 20.42</td>
<td>64.88 78.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>% 67.25 72.88</td>
<td>4.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SD Total 6.27 3.80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on these table, it is seen that average score of students who are taught by RME (20.42) is higher that average score of students who are taught through conventional approach (16.87). It means that there is interaction of ability in doing counting operation from students who are taught through realistic mathematics education and students who are taught through conventional approach. This is corroborated by deviation standard which is obtained in both class, namely 3.80 for experiment class and 6.27 for control class. This show that counting operation ability of experiment class students is more homogeneity compared with control class students. The following graphic show these difference.
If it seen from gender, the ability in doing counting operation on integer of male students who are taught by realistic mathematics education is better than male students who are taught by conventional approach. Female student who are taught by realistic mathematics education is better than female student who are taught conventional approach. Because of average score of ability in doing counting operation of male student (18.95) and female student (21.88) who are taught by realistic mathematics education is bigger than the average score of ability in doing counting operation of male student (16.49) and female student (17.25) who are taught by conventional approach. It means that realistic mathematics education capable to enhance the ability in doing counting operation both in male student and as well as female student. In experiment group, the ability in doing counting operation on integer for female student is better than male student who are taught through realistic mathematics education. Because of average score of ability in doing counting operation for female student (21.88) is bigger than average score of ability in doing counting operation for male student (18.95). It means that realistic mathematics education is more capable to enhance ability in doing counting operation in female student than male student. In control group, ability in doing counting operation for female student is better than male student who are taught through conventional approach. Because of average score of ability in doing counting operation for female student (17.25) is bigger than average score of ability in doing counting operation for male student (16.49). It means that conventional approach is more capable to enhance ability in doing counting operation for female than male student.

If based on deviation standard value from the ability in understanding counting operation, so counting operation ability of male students who are taught through realistic mathematics education is homogenous compared with counting operation ability of male students who are taught by conventional approach. As for female student, counting operation ability of students who are taught through realistic mathematics education is homogenous than students who are taught through conventional approach.
Either in experiment group or control group, the ability of female student in doing counting operation in both groups is more homogenous compared with male student. The following graphic describe the ability of student’s counting operation seen based on gender.

![Graphic 2. Interaction of The Ability in Doing Counting Operation on Integer Toward Gender](image)

Therefore, the counting operation ability of female student is better than male student on realistic mathematics education as well as conventional approach. Based on these, it can be concluded that there is no interaction between learning approach and gender toward the ability in doing counting operation on integer.

The accomplishment result of counting operation problems by students who are taught by using RME and students who use Conventional Approach is as follow:

1. Item 1, that is:
   a. $14 \times 3 = \ldots$
   b. $\ldots \times 5 = 60$
   c. $23 \times \ldots = 92$

   - The result of part a is obtained through two ways, that is: $14 \times 3 = 14 + 14 + 14 = 42$ and $14 \times 3 = 3 + 3 + 3 + 3 + 3 + 3 + 3 + 3 + 3 + 3 + 3 + 3 + 3 + 3 + 3 + 3 + 3 + 3 + 3 = 42$.

   - Part b is obtained through two ways, that is: $60 : 5 = 12$, so $12 \times 5 = 60$ and number as much as 5 and sum of all numbers is 60. The number referred is 12. Student write 12, 12, 12, 12, 12. So $12 \times 5 = 60$.

   - Result of part c is obtained through two ways, that is $92 : 23 = 4$, so $23 \times 4 = 92$ and how much the number of 23 which the result of its sum is 92, that is as
much as 4. Student write, 23, 23, 23, 23. So, $23 \times 4 = 92$. Whereas student who are through conventional learning use downward multiplication, that is:

\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
14 & 12 & 23 \\
3 \times & 5 \times & 4 \times \\
42 & 60 & 92 \\
\end{array}
\]

2. Item 2
   a. $497 + 285 = 400 + 200 + 90 + 80 + 7 + 5 = 600 + 170 + 12 = 770 + 12 = 782$
   b. $163 + \ldots = 312$
      The answer, $163 + 149 = 312$, because: $312 - 163 = 149$.
   c. $\ldots + 394 = 604$

3. Item 3
   a. $684 - 251 = 384 + 300 - 251 = 384 + 49 = 433$
   b. $475 - \ldots = 347$
      The answer, $475 - 128 = 347$, because: $475 - 347 = 128$.
   c. $\ldots - 139 = 221$
      The answer, $360 - 139 = 221$, because: $139 + 221 = 360$.

4. Item 4
   a. $72 : 8 = 9$
      The answer 9 is obtained by sorting ‘72’ become equal eight part. First, number ‘10’ is determined as much as eight numbers that is: 10, 10, 10, 10, 10, 10, 10, 10. Then the sum of the eight numbers ‘10’ is 80 that is more than number ‘72’. Then the students subtract the number ‘10’ become number ‘9’. Then the students reorder the number ‘9’, such as: 9, 9, 9, 9, 9, 9, 9, 9, then the sum is 72. The number ‘9’ is the answer from item.
   b. $\ldots : 4 = 15$
      The answer, $60 : 4 = 15$.
      The way to obtain the number ‘60’ is by determining the sum of number 15 as much as 4, that is $15 + 15 + 15 + 15 = 60$.
   c. $63 : \ldots = 7$
      The answer, $63 : 9 = 7$
      The way to obtain that number ‘9’ is by determining the same number as much as 7 numbers and the sum as much as 63. That number is ‘9’, because: $9 + 9 + 9 + 9 + 9 + 9 + 9 = 63$. 
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The error that happen in control group students when solving item 5 about story problem which contain division concept with non nature number quotient. This problem is “The meeting between student’s parents and school staff which is attended by 42 parents. School staff need several tables and chairs for this meeting. Each tables is equipped by 4 chairs. How many tables are needed to this meeting?” The answer for control group student is 42 : 4 = 10 with remainder is 2. So, the tables which are needed as much as 10 tables. Whereas experiment group students solve this problem by drawing several tables with each table is equipped by 4 chairs and there is one table which is only equipped by 2 chairs. So, tables which are needed as much as 11 tables.

![Table and chair which are drawn by experiment group.](image)

Related with counting operation, student ability which can be developed through realistic mathematics education is the ability in creating a logical solving strategy through aid of drawing which is based on initial knowledge possessed by student. With those abilities, students who are taught by RME can solve a counting problem which can not be solved by students who are taught by conventional approach.

Students who are taught by conventional approach, only do vertical mathematization activity in solving problems about counting operation on integer. The example of vertical mathematization activity which is done by students who are taught by conventional approach in solving problems about counting operation that is in determining the sum of two integers by means “downward ordered” in solving item 1, that is:

\[
\begin{align*}
\frac{345}{786} + \\
1131
\end{align*}
\]

So, \(345 + 768 = 1113\)

Based on work result of students who are taught by realistic mathematics education in solving problems on instrument of counting operation topic, it can be formulated the steps which they have done in solving counting operation problems as follow:

1. Breaking down the numbers.
2. Joining the numbers.
Obtaining the answer.

Whereas students who are taught by conventional approach, doing steps in solving problems about counting operation on integer as follow:

1. Understand the problem.
2. Doing counting based on standard algorithm.
3. Answering the problem.

Below, the difference of way to solving counting operation problem between students who are taught by using RME and CA is presented.

Table 3. The Difference of Problem Solving Steps about Counting Operation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Realistic Mathematics Education</th>
<th>Conventional Approach</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Steps of Solving:</strong></td>
<td><strong>Steps of Solving:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Break down numbers into several numbers of ones, tens and hundreds.</td>
<td>1. Order the numbers which will be operated downward.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Obtain the answer.</td>
<td>3. Obtain the answer.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Example of solving item 2a

497 + 285 = 400 + 90 + 7 + 200 + 80 + 5  
= 400 + 200 + 90 + 80 + 7 + 5  
= 600 + 170 + 12  
= 770 + 12  
= 782

Example of solving item 2c

... + 394 = 604

The answer is obtained through way:

604 − 394 = 600 + 4 − 300 − 90 − 4  
= 600 − 300 + 4 − 90  
= 300 − 90  
= 200 + 100 − 90  
= 200 + 10  
= 210

So, 210 + 394 = 604

Example of solving 2a

497 + 285 =  
\[
\begin{array}{c}
497 \\
+ 285 \\
\hline
782
\end{array}
\]

Example of solving item 2c

... + 394 = 604

Student have difficulty in solving it.
From elaboration above it is apparent that, students who is taught by realistic mathematics education is better than student who is taught by conventional approach in the ability to do counting operation.

Conclusion

The conclusion of this study are as follow:

1. The ability to do counting operation on integer, student who is taught by realistic mathematics education is better than student who is taught by conventional approach.
2. There is no significant interaction between learning approach and gender toward the ability to understand counting operation on integer.
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